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the outstretched shadow the obsidian trilogy book one - the outstretched shadow the first book in the obsidian trilogy
from mercedes lackey and james mallory kellen tavadon son of the arch mage lycaelon thought he knew the way the world
worked his father leading the wise and benevolent council of mages protected and guided the citizens of the golden city of
the bells, crown of vengeance the dragon prophecy book one the - mercedes lackey and james mallory have written the
enduring flame trilogy which includes the new york times bestseller the phoenix transformed and the obsidian trilogy the
outstretched shadow named best science fiction fantasy and horror by voya to light a candle a usa today bestseller and
when darkness falls a new york times bestseller lackey lives in claremore okl, mercedes lackey bibliography wikipedia set 1000 years after the events in the obsidian mountain trilogy and following an entirely new cast of characters with the
exception of cameo appearances by major characters jermayan and idalia and the continued presence of ancaladar the
dragon, mercedes lackey fantastic fiction - mercedes lackey has a degree in biology from purdue university like many
writers she has worked at a variety of jobs including short stints as a waitress security guard and artist s model, cool sword
tv tropes - there is something a sword has that other weapons don t it could be that it is an elegant weapon for a more
civilized age or perhaps it s because sword fights just look so impossibly cool often heroes prefer swords these weapons
even come in multiple categories longsword two handed the quintessential knightly weapon
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